
TWN VETIRY
work table



The creatively designed work table VETRY is a unique table. There is one other work table that is 

fully customizable to the needs of our customers.

Table top size 120 x 60 cm or other sizes, it is always a ceramic blasted stainless steel top.

Moisture drain, hooks on the table top side is a standard.

A wheel lift system for uneven floors or 100mm big TENTE® wheels with a kick-brake system for 

equal floors, the system you prefer is what we build.

Al this is powered by IP66 certified LINAK® motors with a three years warranty.

DESIGN



TABLE TOP
1200 mm x 660 mm al other sizes on request

Ceramic blasted stainless steel

4 fixed hooks on eight side

Moisture drain build in

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
with one LINAK® moter

400 – 1120 mm

Table top 85 degrees in angle adjustable 

FRAME
3 mm tick tube profiles, electro powder coat silver 

All other RAL colors on request

WHEELS
(NEW) Big 100 mm TENTE® wheels with kick-brake

OR

wheel lift system (like photos) 

MAX. WEIGHT
225 KG

WARRANTY
Lifetime on construction, 3 years on moving parts

OPTIONS
Build in scales

Build in echo 

No frame mounting ; fixed on the floor or wall

Other sizes table top

Hooks on a guided system

Color of the frame in every RAL color

TECHNICAL FEATURES
We are allowed to make changes to make the product better, the dimensions as shown maybe differed from reality.



MADE BY HAND











Wall or floor fixed 







Our chairs are made by hand so we can make it how you want it.

HAND MADE



ORDER We are on all the social 

networks, but we want to be 

in contact with you, for real, 

pick up the phone or sent a 

mail. Talk to us!

You find the compleet price

list on the website

6 days a week from 8 till 8

+31 (0)77 - 4000 544

PRICES www.mijnvorm.nl

info@mijnvorm.nl



POSTAL ADDRESS  

Gasthuistraat 11

5961 GA  HORST -NL-

PRODUCTION / WAREHOUSE

Hulsweg 6 [unit 17 & 18]

5866 CL  SWOLGEN -NL-

facebook.com/mijnvorm

http://www.facebook.com/mijnvorm
http://www.facebook.com/mijnvorm

